
Mixed levels

Fill in the gaps exercise for creating questions: 
Exercise 1: Present Simple and Past Simple Verbs

Fill in the gaps with the correct verb (present simple or past simple) to
form questions.

__________ he like ice cream?1.
__________ they go to the beach last weekend?2.
What time __________ the movie start?3.
__________ she speak Spanish fluently?4.
__________ you finish your homework yet?5.

Exercise 2: Present Continuous and Past Continuous Verbs

Choose the correct verb (present continuous or past continuous) to
complete the questions.

__________ he watching TV right now?1.
What __________ they doing at this time yesterday?2.
__________ she studying when you called her?3.
__________ they playing soccer when it started raining?4.
Why __________ you shouting earlier?5.

Exercise 3: Present Perfect and Past Perfect Verbs

Fill in the gaps with the correct verb (present perfect or past perfect) to
create questions.

__________ she ever been to France?1.
__________ you ever traveled alone?2.
By the time we arrived, he __________ already left.3.
How many books __________ you read this month?4.
By last year, they __________ visited five different countries.5.



Mixed levels

Exercise 4: Future Simple and Going to Future Verbs

Complete the questions with the appropriate verb (future simple or going
to future).

What time __________ the train arrive?1.
__________ you going to visit your grandparents next weekend?2.
Where __________ they spend their vacation?3.
What __________ she do after she finishes work?4.
__________ you have any plans for the summer holidays?5.

Exercise 5: Mixed Verb Tenses

Fill in the gaps with the correct verb tense (present simple, present
continuous, present perfect, future simple) to form questions.

__________ she studying for her exam right now?1.
How many times __________ you visited New York?2.
What time __________ the concert start tomorrow?3.
By next year, __________ you finished your degree?4.
__________ they always celebrate Christmas with their family?5.



Answer sheetCreating questions 
Here are the answers to the verb-gap fill exercises for creating
questions:

Exercise 1: Present Simple and Past Simple Verbs
Does1.
Did2.
does3.
Does4.
Have5.

Exercise 2: Present Continuous and Past Continuous Verbs
Is1.
were2.
was3.
Were4.
were5.

Exercise 3: Present Perfect and Past Perfect Verbs
Has1.
Have2.
had3.
have4.
had5.

Exercise 4: Future Simple and Going to Future Verbs
will1.
Are2.
are3.
will4.
Do5.

Exercise 5: Mixed Verb Tenses
Is1.
have2.
does3.
will4.
Do5.


